
Whatever tries to justify itself by reference to something unrelated to it
should be treated with scorn and derision... At the end... we may find the
cultural landscape bleak and bare... Better less, but better.’ (Living Marxism,
Summer 2000).

This is the credo of Mark Ryan, a leading member of the Institute of Ideas
(IoI). It is this kind of scorched earth approach to argument that is at the
heart of IoI. The group has recently taken an interest in museums, in ways
that its members say are good for us, as we in museums are frightened of
debate.

It has issued a booklet on museums that sets out its views and which in its
format reflects its process - the subtitle is ‘Conversations in Print’.1 Although
Ryan does not believe in context (it brings unrelated things together) he
provides the preface. Then there is an essay by Josie Appleton, also of the IoI,
called ‘Museums for “The People”?’, followed by comments from various
museum luminaries. Appleton then responds, giving herself the last word.
Less conversation perhaps than a breakthrough in vanity publishing: the IoI
scores high on vanity. Ryan’s preface reveals the IoI’s self image: it is honest,
radical, challenging, testing, vital, nonconformist, daring and committed to
open debate. Its leader, Clare Fox, similarly describes the IoI’s members as
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audacious believers in the importance of intellect, with the nerve to organise
unique events at which ‘participants become creative thinkers’. We museum
people have been discovered by intellectual social workers, determined to do
us good.

Who are these truth tellers? They are a regrouping of a sect who published
Living Marxism magazine and who achieved their fifteen minutes of fame
when they were sued for libel by the ITN and bankrupted. But it would be
wrong to be misled by the word Marxism into thinking that the IoI is of the
left. All that remains of Karl seems to be a belief in the dialectic, although of
the thesis-antithesis-synthesis cycle, they are only interested in antithesis. Of
its Trotskyite phase, the legacy seems to be an entryist habit which seeks
influence without being open about its agenda. Its only manifesto
commitment is to open debate and the right to be offensive, but examples
of positions that writers in LM have taken include rejection of
environmentalism, of aid to developing countries and of the precautionary
principle in science, along with support for genetically modified crops. As the
former LM editor put it, they ‘stand for life, freedom, and having it all’. The
IoI is a strong supporter of libertarian capitalism, offering a resistance to
oppression that is made ludicrous by the lengths it has to go to get someone
to oppress it. It is, I suppose, possible that it is trying to push capitalism to an
extreme so that it collapses - but this is a very long game indeed. Maybe it
believes in revolution and reincarnation?

So what is its truth about museums? Relevance, accessibility and inclusiveness
are ‘vacuous slogans’. They are part of a new political agenda that dominates
museum policy, making museums look beyond their traditional roles and
seek their rationale in something external to themselves - ‘The People’.
Museums have abandoned scholarship, rigour and the search for objective
knowledge, selling the pass either to Thatcherite market forces or to New
Labour social engineering nostrums, causing a ‘total reversal’ in the role and
purpose of museums. Many in museums agree with the IoI but are afraid to
speak. When the IoI raises the issues ‘there is the furtive squeeze of the arm
after a meeting, someone whispering in your ear: “I’m so glad someone said
that”... Sometimes the interlocutor will vanish as if he fears being seized by
men in leather coats.’ The approachable Ryan and the IoI seem to want to do
us good, but do not want us do-gooding in museums.

Despite the menace of the leather coats, some of the respondents agree with
Appleton in broad terms, notably Charles Saumarez Smith, the director of
the National Portrait Gallery, while David Barrie, the director of the Art Fund,
is sympathetic. Saumarez Smith is up for a robust debate and is disappointed
that the museum response to our new friends has been ‘dismissive if not
contemptuous’. But even he finds Appleton’s description of the ‘traditional’
museum ‘profoundly alienating’; while for Barrie her case is ‘weakened by
oversimplification and overstatement’.

Those who disagree with Appleton more fundamentally struggle to come to
grips with her argument, not because of its power, but because of the
spavined logic with which it is made. For David Lowenthal, an emeritus
professor at the University College London, her case is initially persuasive,
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but he finds that it quickly loses credibility, is overstated and commits follies
which are as bad as those she condemns. Maurice Davies, the deputy director
of the Museums Association, finds her account of museum history misleading
and full of misrepresentations, her vision of how they should be unlikely,
unpleasant, harsh and ascetic. Sue Miller, the director of the Centre for
Cultural and Heritage Management in Greenwich, and François Matarasso, a
cultural critic, reject the false dichotomies of objects versus people, and point
out the difficultyof returning to a utopian curatorial past which never
existed.

‘Robust’ is one of the IoI’s favourite words, but Appleton crumbles somewhat
at this onslaught. To the non-sequitors and historical howlers of her essay,
her reply adds a special pleading which is near abject. She rejects many of
the respondents’ accounts of her views not just as ‘manifestly absurd’, but so
much so ‘that I assume the reader will recognise them as such’.

Appleton suffers badly from assumptions. Lowenthal points out that she
‘continually asserts but never coherently explains why artefacts have an over-
arching value and why their care constitutes a museum’s “core function”. She
admits that objects are always seen in context but falls back on their intrinsic
worth as a sine qua non. Error after error flows from this assumption.’ Her
response is that she ‘would no more attempt to explain such a thing than I
would attempt to explain why a hospital should concentrate on curing the
sick or a school on educating the young’. Can she possibly be so stupid as to
think that Lowenthal is saying that objects are not vitally important in
museums? Does she really not understand that he is saying that her essay is
full of holes because she has not worked out a historical and epistemological
case for the axioms on which she bases her argument? Her aspiration to a
Nietzchean truth-telling grandeur emerges as a Violet Elizabeth footstamp.

Even if the IoI does not deliver on its own values of rigour and scholarship, it
would claim that there is value in the debate ‘as such’. But the lack of a core
philosophy exposed in Appleton’s response also means that it also does not
deliver on its other espoused key values - openness and honesty. At a banal
level the IoI is not open about money: with a logistical capacity which is
beyond its visible means of support, it never says who bankrolls it. If it is not
supported by the Central Intelligence Agency, it is missing a trick. The
problem however is deeper than mere lack of transparency.

Perhaps a clue to what it is really about can be found in another piece by
Ryan, in which he asserts that our culture has abandoned concentration -
‘the capacity of the mind to apprehend and isolate one thing, to understand
and express its unique form and to exclude rigorously everything that is
accidental and contingent to it’. We have given in to its enemy - awareness -
which is ‘inclusive and superficial, seeing the whole world as one big
undifferentiated blur’.

Appleton shares his views of our intellectual decline, blaming scepticism
about objective knowledge on the fashion for French thinkers. But the
nature of reason, knowledge and high culture today has been transformed
not by fashion but by events in the real world. Scientific Marxism was used to
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rationalise famines, purges and the Gulag. The most educated, cultured
country in Europe perpetrated the Holocaust. As Matarasso points out, the
kind of extreme alternatives offered by Appleton’s and the IoI’s ‘whose side
are you on?’ have contributed to much of the past century’s suffering.
Thinking in the early 21st century cannot only be about rationalism and
unselfconscious concentration. It has to be about understanding how much
apparently rational thought is an expression of self-interest, unconscious
desire and projection. The fact that much of human behaviour is deeply non-
rational, means, as Sigmund Freud himself pointed out, that reason is more,
not less, important. The challenge is to do rigorous thinking and to be
aware. For museum staff, combining research with an awareness of visitors is
the job.

The IoI’s desperate clinging to reason-without-awareness means it is more
likely that it is not honest from choice but from incapacity. Its intensity is
reminiscent of a phenomenon noted in millenarian sects - when the world
fails to end on the appointed day, belief increases rather than decreases. The
potential loss of meaning creates a profound anxiety, a fear of something
‘bleak and bare’ within. To make life bearable the IoI needs to recreate this
harsh ascetic bleakness in the real world, and to displace its anxiety into
aggression and destructiveness. It is prepared to use scorn and derision to
make a desert and call it progress. 

The IoI is right about one thing - the lack of robust debate in museums. This
is due, however, not to a universal acceptance of the principles of access, nor
to fashionable intellectualism in a New Labour elite. It arises from a
complacent belief among a still powerful group that curatorial indifference
will win out in the end. This view has no wish to engage in debate and by
definition has no interest, intellectual or otherwise, in justifying itself.
Among the many dangers of this is the ease with which museum debates can
be so easily invaded by a malignant and parasitic group like the Institute of
Ideas.

Reference
1 Museums for ‘the People’? Conversations In Print, (2001) The Institute of
Ideas
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Mark O’Neill began his museum career in 1986, setting up Springburn
Museum, which won a number of Scottish and UK awards. In 1990 he moved
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developed the plans for Kelvingrove Museum which won the largest ever HLF
grant in Scotland.
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